
GHOST FOLLOWERS
You have many Followers that does not interact
with your posts? Our Software, can re-establish an
high and genuine Engagement. This can be done
by engaging intelligently with those Ghost
Followers. We will calculate how many of these
can potentially start again to engage with you,
knowing from the begin how many engagement
you can gain and restore.

AUTOMATIC MESSAGE
Our super-intelligent Automatic Messagging

allows to reach the best people to promote your
project and/or your product. Use one of the 3

types (Standard, Plus and Premium) to reach the
best number of users without having to worry

about anything. Click on the icon right here to learn
more and discover all the great features!

A partire da:

ORGANIC GROWTH
That’s our flagship service! Thanks to Organic
Growth you will be able to power up your profile,
attracting targeted and interested people that
can easily become customers! Our Service
interacts only with real, active and engaged
users! Click on the Icon to learn more.
Try it now for free for 7 days and let your profile
reach the sky!
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CLICK ON THE ICONS OF THE PRODUCTS TO LEARN MORE

PROFILE CLEANING
Many Instagram profiles have an high number of

Followings (that is the number of people you
followed). This, besides that bring a negative

thought of your profile, can be a clear sign of spam
at the eyes of your Followers. What can do Social

Toast is to remove intelligently these profiles, in such
a way to reach a lower number of Followings!

€
A partire da:

BACKUP PROFILE
Ever wondered about having a safe place in case
of issues? Our service can “duplicate” your profile!
We will create a private profile for you, in which
you can login everytime you want! In this place
our software will automatically upload all of your
main profile’s posts. Yous photos, videos, captions
and hashtags will be in one place in case of need!
Highly reccomended for people that do not want to
take any kind of risk.

PROFILE LAYOUT
We will take your Feed to the next level!

Social Toast’s team can fix and improve your
profile, creating an attractive biography and an
efficient username. In addition we will evaluate
wich post to keep or remove, based on certain

data and criteria. The “Profile Layout” service can
really help giving you the opportunity of a good

first impression from your potential Followers!

CONSULTING
Thanks to a Consulting you can really go in deep
and find the problems of your profile. You will be
followed by one of our Social Media expert that
can answer all your questions, offering even
efficient strategies to make your experience on
Instagram unique! You will be also able to find the
perfect plan for your profile, creating the perfect
bundle while minimizing costs.

Additional Products


